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16 degrees Virgo

The Angels
of

All Plants
Also known as
The Angels

of

Basanola
Beloved,

We nourish and protect all
vegetation.
Ancient Mayan prophecies refer to this time,
The Alpha and The Omega,
as THE AGE OF FLOWERS.
Flowers are erotic expressions of plants.

Native Americal teachings say that minerals are god sleeping,
plants are god dreaming,
animals are god awakening,
and humans are god awake.
Through great beauty wisdom teachings of many cultures and
times,
and through direct initiations of higher awareness,
we help Children of Light perfectly love
and nourish
the dreams of the plant kingdom.
Sleeping refers to the deep delta brainwave of pure being,
that is experienced in infancy and deep dreamless sleep each night.
Dreaming refers to Theta brainwaves, of deep inner thought,
that is dominant in childhood.
Awakening refers to Alpha brainwaves, of strong flowing feelings,
that are dominant in adolescence.
Awake refers to Beta brainwaves, of memory, remembrance,
conscience,
logical linear thought, and the five senses.
Beta is dominant after puberty.
The plant kingdom is therefore intelligent, with coresponding
feelings,

that mirror perfect love and nourishment
shared with it from all creation, the mineral, animal, and human
kingdoms.

"Heaven on Earth" refers to times when children of divine being
shine with splendor,
and plants of the earth are bathed in flowing frequencies and
emotions of all the divine virtues,
which reveal the splendor and majesty of Divine Being.
"As above, so below."
The plant kingdom dreams divine intent, thought, feelings and
sensations.

"Ye are made in the image and likeness of God."
Humans contain within their five bodies, the akashic, spiritual,
mental, emotional, and physical bodies,
frequencies of divine being itself.
In science, this is known as fractals, or ever repeating patterns
infinitely large to infinitely small.
This is why an atom looks like a solar system.
Divine emotions of the splendor and majesty of Divine Being
cause the spirit and soul within the human body to open spinning
vortexes of energy that look like flowers.

We teach people about forestry, and all agriculture.

Each letter of our name represents a divine virtue.
By looking at the letters of our name, it is easy to understand how
plant miracles occur.
Plant miracles are first accomplished through the divine virtue of
Universal
Life, letter B,
which brings understanding of polarity in all its forms
along with mastery of polarity, especially will and emotions.

Research has shown that by charging plants with divine
will and visualization for what is desired,
and nourishing them with strong magnetic emotions of
this happening,
they respond in miraculous ways.
Through divine virtues of Basanola,
we teach ways to speed up or slow down the growth of plants,
whichever is the highest good of all concerned in any situation.

In India, there is a plant miracle known as 'the miracle of the
mango tree.'
Over the centuries,
high initiates of ancient wisdom would appear in a village,
and make a mango fruit sprout and mature into
a fruit bearing tree
within one hour.
Plant miracles are further accomplished through the virtue of
wisdom and enlightenment,
which is the original purity of all ideas in divine mind, letter soft A,
and through the virtue of transformation and release of all
negativity and limitations, letter umlaut A, ae.
These virtues reveals the original divine plans for plants.
Awareness then arises of any imperfections concerning plants

so that these imperfections are transformed.

This is done by releasing, by letting go, these imperfections
for change into the highest good,
on every level of awareness in self and in the outer world.
We inspire dematerializing or letting go any imperfections about
plants [umlaut A, ae]
so that whatever is perfect according to the original purity
of ideas in divine mind
is recognized [letter A].
It is then re-materialized in ways to bring happiness,
through transmutation by all penetrating divine will [letter S] in
addition to
cognition brought about by seeing through the eyes of love [umlaut
O, er] ,

bringing about success and harmony [letter O].
Any situation concerning the plant kingdom is transformed and
transmuted into perfection
by consciousness,
in this way.
These miracles concern the mastery of all power, or all-penetratingdivine will,
which gives control over anything in creation, letter S.
By seeing through the eyes of love divine,
transmutation into perfection is accomplished, letter umlaut O, er.
This brings about harmony and justice, letter O.

Miracles of all kinds are accomplished through umlaut A and
umlaut O.
Umlaut A, ae, is release of imperfection in every state on every
level, which brings about transformation.
Umlaut O, er, is cognition brought about by seeing through the
eyes of love,
which recognizes and enlivens original indwelling divine perfection
and brings transmutation

into whatever is the highest good.
Next the vitality of the splendor and majesty of Divine Being, which
is
all of the divine virtues taken together, letter L, reveals the keys to
life,
vitality, wonder and awe, and true spiritual morality.
Finally, the original divine blueprints of perfection are outpictured
with mystical faculties and control over the spirits of the air,
and further control over negative beings, A and umlaut A, ae.
By meditating on these virtues of the letters of our name, it is
possible to perform all of the miracles that spiritual masters have
performed with plants throughout the ages.
The letters come to life by uniting with them in a state of pure
being.
Then experience visualization of their colors when you exercise
your intent in working with plants.
Join this with contemplation of their meanings, flowing emotions of
them,
combined with toning inwardly or outwardly the musical notes
and imagination of sensation of their elements.
This creates a 4 part sine wave of information that reshapes
materiality on every level.
It works to see each letter with its colored light oscillation
and at the same time pronounce it with its emotions
and sound vibration in the proper musical note.
Each letter must be first brought alive within the body seen as a
vast universe
and then breathed out,
from a place of oneness,
into whatever situation you are working with.
The ancient meditation is this:
from a state of pure being and unity with Divine Being and all
creation,
imagine yourself as a tiny dot in your own solar plexus
and your body as a huge universe around you.
[In this way your body becomes a fractal generator affecting
everything larger and smaller around it.]
Visualize the virtues shining from tiny suns in their elemental
spaces in the body.
Contemplate the meanings, visualize the colors, intone the letters
to the proper musical notes,
flow with their emotions with pure feelings,
and sense the elements of each letter first within the body as a
whole,
then in the part of the body ruled by the element of the virtue,
and finally in the organ formed by the virtue.
At this stage, keeping the rhythm of the breath normal,
use the outbreath to permeate and charge in the imagination
whatever you wish to enliven with the virtue.

When you use the outbreath in this way,
see the divine virtue with its color, sound, meaning, emotion, and
sensation
passing on the outbreath through the pores of the skin over the
organ formed from it,
as well as through the air going out of the nose or mouth.
With the inbreath, experience all of this returning to you.
When you are finished with each virtue,
dissolve the color in the body in order to keep the natural balance
of elements in harmony.
Doing this uses the four brainwave patterns of Delta, Theta, Alpha,
and Beta simultaneously.
Even though this may seem difficult at first,
with practice it becomes second nature.

THIS IS WHOLEBRAIN functioning.
Any virtue or word that is spoken in a whole brain way,
with each letter bringing through a divine virtue on the levels of
akasha, fire, air, water, and earth,
is
MIRACULOUS,
functioning as attunement to Divine Will for the HIGHEST GOOD
OF ALL CONCERNENED.
Do this with consciousness of ONENESS with all,
unconditional all encompassing emotions of Divine LOVE,
AND CLEAR IMAGES OF THE FINAL RESULT IN ACTUAL
MANIFESTATION,
with flowing emotions of the same.

To master the Plant Kingdom,
meditate on the virtues of the letters of our name in the order
given.
While doing this, form a clear desire,
[desire and visualization are the fire principle of WILL],
of
the effects that you wish to bring about in the plant kingdom.
Pay particular attention to FLOWING EMOTIONS,
[emotions are the water principle of MAGNETISM]
and imagine sensations [sight, smell, taste, touch, sound] of
desired effects.
As this practice is perfected,
you manifest miracles just as simply as your arm picks up a glass
when you desire it to.
It is because of this simplicity that it was said that 'you must be as
little children to enter the Kingdom of Heaven.'
Divine Mind is accessed in the Theta state of deep inner thought of
childhood.
Clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience and all other gifts of the
spirit come from Divine Mind,
the letter soft A, which is a Theta state virtue.

The act of remembering how you felt as an infant, child, and
adolescent is a very important step
in producing the Delta, Theta and Alpha brainwave states.
The Delta state corresponds to Pure Being and unity with Divine
Being and all creation
and omnipotent Will for the highest good of all,
this state is dominant in infancy,
and also in deep dreamless sleep each night.
The Theta state, dominant in childhood and meditation, is
imagination, or deep inward thought,
like in a dream.
The Alpha state, dominant in adolescence, is flowing emotions,
which IS the change process.
Remember that Divine Being is omnipresent.

Therefore, each person is omnipresent as well,
and this is the Delta brainwave state in its deepest original
expression.
We are one with everything, and with all plants.
In interacting with plants, we are merely interacting with a
dreaming part of our own selves.
In this state you experience not only omnipresence,
but also omnipotence and omniscience.

"Ye are made in the image and likeness of God."
The state of pure being is your experience of being one
with the presence of Divine Being in yourself and in all creation.
Being in this state allows communication
with all other parts of creation, visible and invisible.
This experience and intuitive state is the foundation for
meditations on Divine Virtues.
Once you have remembered this state of beingness,
then desire and visualization [fire],
contemplation [air],
flowing with emotions [water]
and imagining sensations [earth]
enable you to perform miracles for the highest good of all.
Remember that Supreme Happiness, the letter N,
is a dark red color,
and is a water, emotional, magnetic virtue
that enlivens the ability to solve any problem
and also confer enlightenment when appropriate.
Imagine it shining from a tiny dark red sun in the abdomen
with sensations of coolness turning to iciness.
The liver is formed and enlivened by flowing emotions of Supreme
Divine Happiness.
The letter N has the musical note of A.

As people speak words of Power in loving relationships
with The Angels of All Plants;
the Garden of Eden manifests ever more abundantly.
The vegetation upon the planet Earth is made even more beautiful
and wondrous.
Very quickly the variety and loveliness of plants upon the earth
reflect ever more the perfect beauty of Divine Will and Intention for
the Creation.

“On Earth as it is in Heaven.”

We are inspiring people to return lawns and lands to their original
natural states.
Leave the leaves upon the ground where they fall,
the soil and the trees need them to survive,
and the seeds,
such as acorns,
sprout and grow and provide food for the animals.
Welcome natural growth and allow native species to thrive.

In all areas, public and private,
restore lands, waters, and vegetation to their natural ancient states,
bringing glorious wildlife, beauty and fragrance.
Learn to enhance the beauty of natural ecosystems with winding
pathways,
arched bridges,
and places for meditation.
All waterways are ancient and part of the natural ecosystem
that has evolved over millions of years, and very sacred.

Cherish and nourish waterways and springs.
Restore native wildlife to all areas, including urban areas,
with large parks that have been restored to their natural state.

Nature angels such as ourselves are working so that life
is much finer,

much more beautiful than anyone has imagined.
"On earth as it is in heaven."
Other heavenly hosts inspire environmentally friendly and
sustainable architectures
that blend in well with natural topography.
We inspire beautiful and natural winding layouts of pathways
that enhance the lay lines through which subtle life energies flow.
Divine abundance and absolute freedom combine
with life enhancing technologies now so that Eden is restored
altogether.
All of the orders of heavenly hosts work together,
much as the chemicals of a body’s glandular system work together.
We are nerve pathways connecting One Universal mind
with all individual points of creation.
Even though there are many beings doing many different things,
there is one guiding intelligence that lives and moves through all.

We Are All One.

MIRACLES

BASANOLA

B… The sound of the letter B is the virtue of balance between
polarities.This letter, in the Cosmic Language, represents the mind, or
consciousness, of the Universe, which mystically exists through the
tension of opposites.There is hot and cold, up and down, in and out,
night and day, magnetism and electricity.In order for life to exist,
there must exist the positive and the negative, the male and the female,
the one and the many.

The letter B vibrates to a beautiful light violet color and is the
earth element, so it is felt with a sensation of weight and gravity in
meditation.It is imagined in the legs and feet. Its musical note is A.
The attunement to this principle of polarity in Universal Consciousness
gives mastery over will [fire, electricity, masculine energy] and
emotion [water, magnetism, feminine energy] and this in turn
impregnates
the space of physical forms with the ability to attract the desired
virtues.This is how to CHANGE ANY MATERIAL FORM OR LIQUID SO
THAT IT IS
CHARGED WITH A DIVINE VIRTUE.
A…..This letter and the others below have been introduced to you many
times before.
Because this is the constellation of Virgo, study and analyze previous
messages.
Briefly, the letter A, in the cosmic language, signifies all Divine Wisdom,
complete Enlightenment.
This A can then be pronounced umlaut A, ae, which is the
transformation of all matter,
whether on the level of desire, thought, emotion or form.
This is done through recognizing imperfections and letting them go,
transforming them,
into whatever inner guidance directs through divine love.
S…This is a fire letter.
All fire letters have to do with electricity
WHICH IS WILL, ENTHUSIASM, and FAITH.
Faith is power.
"With the faith of a grain of mustard seed, ye shall say to the mountain
"be ye hence removed unto the sea" and it shall be done.
S is all- power, all- penetrating- power that resides in all of creation.
A…Wisdom and enlightenment
Umlaut A, ae…Transformation of all imperfection into a higher state.
N…Supreme Happiness
Umluat O, er,…Transmutation into perfection
O…Divine Justice and Harmony
L…All divine virtues taken together.
A…Wisdom and enlightenment
Umlaut A, ae…Transformation of all imperfection into a higher state.

MIRACLES

Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from THE
PRACTICEOF MAGICAL EVOCATION,ISBN 3-921338-02-6
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4.
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany. These books have very important
information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician", gives historical background
and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz Bardon.

Please feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law over all laws in all
dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.

When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!

So it is.

To unsubscribe from the angel messages,

please go to yahoo.com, click on groups, type in spiritusangelmessages in search engine, and click.
You can then manage your subscription, choosing unsubscribe, or no emails but still having access
on the web.
You can later choose to go back to receiving emails at any time.
If you are in another group, go to that group and do the same.
If you are receiving these from private lists, click on reply and say you no longer wish to receive
the angel messages.
If you are receiving them from a friend, let that friend know that you no longer wish to receive the
angel messages.
This prevents them being seen as spam.
Love brings miracles of happiness.

